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 C G Jung Society 
                                                                 of Sydney Inc 

 

 

Learn more in our August Presentation: We Are Such Stuff as Dreams are 
Made On with Jacinta Frawley 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Dear Members and Friends, 

The Sydney Jung Society has a truly exciting program for the second half of 2019. It features high calibre 
presentations on a range of topics from a uniquely Jungian perspective. Topics include: The Changing Face of Sex, 
Better Ways to Tend Your Dreams, Matter of Heart Film Night, The Effect of Hardship & Terror on the Soul and a 
Psychoanalytic Investigation of “Non-Dreaming”, when Material from the Unconscious Fails to Break Through. 
 
As a guide to all of us, Jung said “I am not what happened to me, I am what I choose to become”. The Sydney Jung 
Society is a vibrant community of souls with an exciting program of events that can help you to further develop your 
personal understanding and awakening and help you to become who you choose to be. 
 
Our society is pleased to help bring Jung to life in Sydney. 
 
Everyone is welcome. Looking forward to sharing the experience with you. 
 
Robert Dommett 
President  

         Bringing Jung to Life in Sydney 
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Jul 12 Presentation: Sex, Relationships, Technology, Dating, Apps, Porn with Pamela Supple 
Sydney sexologist and regular media commentator Pamela Supple discusses and explores the ever-
changing face of Sex, Relationships and dating in the Instant world of perpetual comparison, choice, 
anxiety, pressure and growing Narcissism. 

 

Aug 09 Presentation: We Are Such Stuff as Dreams are Made On with Jacinta Frawley 
Jungian analyst and former Sydney Jung Society President Jacinta Frawley offers practical perspectives 
and encouragement on how we can better tend our dreams. 

 

Sep 13 Film Night: Matter of Heart with Lesley Taranto 
Sydney Jung Society Vice President Lesley Taranto, hosts a screening of Matter of Heart, documenting the 
extraordinary journey of CG Jung into the soul of mankind.  

 

Oct 11 Presentation: The Effect of Hardship and Terror on the Soul with Les Stein 
Jungian analyst Les Stein investigates what we are called upon to do in relation to hardship and terror in 
these troubled times. 

 

Nov 08 Presentation: When Dreams Don't Break Through with Miriam Stein 
Jungian analyst Miriam Stein uses psychoanalytic theory and neuroscientific understanding to investigate 
“non-dreaming” when material from the unconscious fails to break through. 

 

 

 

Psychotherapists and other practitioners can obtain credit for 1.5 Professional Development Hours  

recognised by PACFA and ACA for these presentations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Saturday Workshops… 
There are no Saturday Workshops Scheduled for the Second Half of 2019.  
 

Psychotherapists and other practitioners can obtain credit for 6 Professional Development Hours  
recognised by PACFA and ACA for these workshops. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jul-Nov 2019 Program of Events 

Friday Night Presentations… 

 

 

 

 

Friday Night Presentations… 

  Venue: Mitchell Theatre, SMSA, LEVEL 1 280 Pitt Street Sydney 

  Time: 7.00pm to 8.30pm 

  Cost: Member $15 Non-Member/Concession $25/$20 
  Further Details: junginsydney.org.au/events 

Saturday Workshops… 
 

  Venue: SMSA, Level 1, 280 Pitt St Sydney 2000  
  Time: 10.00am to 4.00pm  
  Cost: Member $120 Non-Member/Concession $180/$140  
  Further Details: junginsydney.org.au/events 
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Working with Mystical Experiences in Psychoanalysis 

1st Edition 
 

Leslie Stein 
A mystical experience, no matter what else, is a subjective 
occurrence in the psyche. However, when it appears in the 
psychoanalytic consulting room, its origin, content, and 
meaning are unknowable. Yet it is there in the room, and it 
must be addressed. It is not a minor illusion but rather one 
that requires attention as its occurrence may lead to a 
profound alteration of consciousness and, as Carl Jung 
suggests, a cure for neurosis.  

 

Leslie Stein interviewed twenty-nine mystics in order to 
understand the origin, progression, phasing, emotions, and 
individual variations of a mystical experience in order to make 
sense of how it should be addressed, the appropriate analytic 
attitude in the face of a mystery, the way to work with its 
content, and its psychological meaning. In doing so, he 
uncovered that there may be specific development markers 
that create a proclivity to be receptive to such an experience 
that has clinical significance for psychoanalysis. 
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